Exquisite Gowns
With A Touch Of Personality
Two free-spirited designers at THE WEDDING PRESENT take
centre stage with their luscious, opulent designs. Celebrate your marital
bliss with a fabulously decadent gown, with intense originality.
Look stunning on your big day and
indulge yourself in the royal pleasures of
magnificent gowns! The dynamic duo at
The Wedding Present showcases rich
textures, prints and a generous creation of
beads on lace and silk brocade. Expect
extravagant designs, with fancy accessories
to match, for the ornate, baroque look.
Steering away from embroidery this
season, the creative duo is advocating rich,
luscious tones and textures with
complimenting beads and lace.
Almost a decade in the industry, the
talented Patrick Chan and Jordan Ong are
constantly re-inspired and churning out
novel designs to surprise. Fiercely
defensive of aesthetics, your comfort is
never compromised in these stylish gowns

with intricate embellishments and
patterns. “Our brides are so comfortable
in their gowns, they can run, walk and
bend over during their photo shoots.”
says Jordan Ong. Despite the opulent
designs and intricate beadwork, the gowns
retain their elegance and practicality.
Inspired by the haut couture trends and
indie designers, the duo created exquisite
designs with intricate hand-sewn
embellishments drawing inspiration from
Reem Acra for ornate beaded creations
and Viktor and Rolf for their eye catching
giant ribbon and bow motif this season.
All their designs are original, edgy,
personally sewn and hand made with a
strong flavour of authenticity. Need more
variety amidst this haven of spectacular?

The Wedding Present also stocks wedding
gowns by Mariana Hardwick, sporting
lavish raw Chantilly lace, Grosgrain
ribbons and petal-soft silks.
Finally, enjoy absolute privacy in a
spacious dressing room where you and
your girlfriends can giggle and fuss about
for the big day. Pair up with luscious, bold
accessories to maximize your best assets.
Custom-made accessorized shoes are also
available to match up to these gorgeous,
flamboyant gowns.
As Jordan recounts “Nobody
remembers a girl in a simple, white
dress!” So, go on, venture out and find
something different for yourself! Catch
The Wedding Present at The Bridal Show
on 17 April.
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